I learned that I grew up in a white-trashy family around 10 through television. One night, I was

The number of things I learned from that game. permalink, save. Welcome to Today, I Fucked

Up Your fuck-up doesn't need to be from today. NEW TODAY I SUB: /r/TIDTRT (I Did The

Right Thing), If you do not see your.

You learn something new every day, what did you learn
today? Submit interesting and specific facts
(self.todayilearned). submitted 8 months ago by TILMods.

While promoting their upcoming fourth studio album, Blurryface, twenty one pilots engaged in a Reddit AMA with fans today—and we learned a whole bunch. 1. Do not stand near Pikerivet as it dies. 2. GGG is not afraid to pull the same trick on you twice in a row. For the love of God, do not..

View the 10 Things We Learned About Tatiana Maslany from her Reddit AMA extra content for Orphan 15 Shakespearean Slang Terms We Should Use Today.

Tommy Wiseau, creator and star of The Room, took to Reddit today for

an AMA and boy, However, we did learn some interesting things about

the mysterious. fun. frontman-turned-solo artist Nate Ruess embarked on

a lengthy Reddit AMA earlier today, tackling fan questions from the

super-serious.

One thing I learned today was that if you flip a car you can flip it back

over easily using a campfire. I used a hand shovel before but it wasn't as

effective. Nestled in a cozy grey area between "pornography" and

"prostitution" is one of the Internet's strangest cottage industries: selling

dirty underpants online. It's.

Sir Ian McKellen took part in a Reddit

AMA on Wednesday and answered questions on everything from LGBT

rights to his favourite pizza topping.

Tatum revealed where he learned his dance
moves and the nickname for a Five Things We Learned from Channing Tatum's Hilariously Candid Reddit AMA.

During Channing Tatum's Reddit AMA, we learned some odd facts including his This much was proven today (June 17) when Tatum completed a Reddit AMA. Earlier today, Ubiquitous of CES Cru took to Reddit.com for an hour and a half AMA. We've put together 22 of the best fan questions answered. Enjoy and be. Mad Decent boss and noted stud muffin Diplo hopped on Reddit today to do an AMA in Here are some other things we learned about good old Diplodocus:. In advance of that release, frontwoman Bethany Cosentino answered questions during a Reddit AMA today, discussing various things she loves—from Seinfeld. 13 Things We Learned From Marilyn Manson's Reddit AMA Marilyn Manson hosted a very insightful Reddit AMA last night, discussing his Subscribe today. And that was just one of many things we learned from Snowden's AMA earlier today. Last night, Citizenfour, which spotlights Edwards Snowden and his release.

5 things we learned from the Blind Guardian Reddit AMA. Posted by Zach Fehl on February 6 The Way Luna Lovegood Looks Today Bewildered All The Fans.

Last night, I posted a photo I took (shown above) in 2012 to Reddit's /r/pics subreddit. After I posted it, the upvotes slowly began to trickle. Within.

He also claims to make some "mean fried chicken!" Legend took to Reddit today where he hosted an AMA, and here are five more things we learned.
Jon Stewart's directorial debut Rosewater opened nationwide today, and...